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Delbruck and Bailey (1) noticed an anomaly in the 
lysate of bacteria which was obtained by mixedly in
fecting the B strain of coli with the bacterial viruses 
T2 and T4. Subsequently, Luria (2) found this 
anomaly to be even more pronounced when he re
peated Delbruck's experiment-using, however, virus 
T2 that had been exposed to ultraviolet irradiation. 

When we undertook ex.p eriments in an attempt to 
understand this anomaly, we were led to the follow
ing result: If we infect a culture of the B strain of 
coli mixedly with the bacterial viruses T2 and T4 and 
incubate to permit lysis of the bacteria, there are 
present in the lysate 3 easily distinguishable types 
of bacterial viruses. Two of these, as expected, be
have like the original parent strains T2 and T4, i.e., 
one of them behaves like T2 inasmuch as it is unable 
to attack the mutant strain B j 2 (which is resistant to 
T2) but is able to grow in the mutant strain B/ 4 
(which is sensitive to T2) ; the other behaves like T4, 
being unable to attack B/ 4 (which is resistant to T4) 
but is able to grow in B/ 2 (which is sensitive to T4). 
The third type of virus present is phenotypically like 
T4 inasmuch as it is capable of multiplying in the 
strain B/ 2 (which is sensitive to T4), but it is geno
typically like T2 inasmuch as, after one passage in 
the strain B j 2, it is no longer capable of growing in 
it but is capable of growing in the strain B / 4 (which 
is sensitive to T2). 

The presence of this third type of virus, which may 
be called "latent T2," can be demonstrated in "the fol
lowing manner: We add to a culture of the B strain 
of coli viruses T2 and T4 in ratios corresponding to 
10 T2 and 10 T4 virus particles per bacterium, incu
bate to permit lysis of the bacteria, and then filter 
the lysate. 

If we plate a sample of this lysate on agar that is 
inoculated with the strain B/ 4 (which is sensitive to 
T2 but resistant to T4), those virus particles contained 
in the lysate which have the phenotype T2 will show 
up as plaques on these plates. T4 virus particles will 
not give plaques on this plate because B/ 4 is resistant 
to T4. The number of plaques is thus a measure of 
the number of T2 particles in the lysate. 

Using a sample of the lysate, we determine in this 
manner the number of plaques obtained on an agar 
plate inoculated with the strain Bj 4. When we re
peat this experiment-with the differt'nce that before 
plating on the B/ 4 plate we add to the sample of 
our lysate a certain quantity of the strain B/ 2, allow 
5 min for absorption, dilute with broth, and incubate 

for 1 hr to permit lysis of the bacteria-then we ob
tain a ten to twenty-five times larger number of 
plaques on the B/ 4 plate. 

This phenomenon appears to show that there is 
present in our lysate a virus (the "latent T2") which 
is capable of multiplying in B/ 2 and subsequently 
forming plaques on Bj 4. In order to account for our 
observation, the concentration of the "latent T2" in 
the lysate would have to be about 10% of the concen
tration of T2. We were not able to obtain, after one 
passage in B j 2, any appreciable further growth in 
B/2 of our hypothetical "latent T2." Before drawing 
the conclusion that the presence of a "latent T2" is 
in fact responsible for our phenomenon, it is neces
sary to exclude alternative explanations. 

As an alternative explanation of our observation, 
it appeared a priori conceivable that our lysate con
tains aggregates of virus particles formed by a T2 
and a T4 particle that stick together. Such aggre
gates might then perhaps be capable of entering into 
a bacterium of the strain Bj 2 (by virtue of their T4 
component) and, once inside, both virus particles T2 
and T4 might then be able to multiply, and thus to 
produce the observed phenomenon. We were able to 
rule out this possibility, however, by performing the 
following experiment. 

We add to a sample of our lysate a certain quantity 
of Bj 2, using an excess of B j2 so that independent 
infection of one bacterium by more than one virus 
particle can be neglected. We then allow 5 min for 
absorption and plate on an agar plate that has been 
inoculated with both Bj 2 and Bj4. If there are 
present any B/ 2 bacteria into which has entered an 
aggregate of virus particles composed of T2 and T4, 
and in which both viruses will grow, then a certain 
number of clear plaques centering around such bac
teria (which yield both T2 and T4) should develop 
on the agar plate. We were not able to find any 
such clear plaques, however, and found only turbid 
plaques (in which either the B/ 2 is lysed by T4 or 
the B/ 4 is lysed by T2). This rules out tbe alterna
tive explanation of our phenomenon. 

We ascertained that our phenomenon is produced 
under conditions in which we use an excess of B/ 2, 
so that independent infection of one bacterium by 
more than one virus particle can be neglected. We 
also ascertained that our phenomenon is not produced 
if, in place of our lysate, we use a mixture of T2 
and T4. 

We are thus Jed to conclude that the phenomenon 
described is due to virus particles that have the phe
notype of T4, but the genotype of T2. The proper
ties of this " latent T2" virus would seem to merit 
investigation. 
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~ Delbruck {l) had first noticed an anomaly in the lysate of bacteria 

~ 
which ~ obtained by mixedly infecting the B strain of coli with the 

bacterial Tiruses T2 and T4• Subsequently, Luria (2) found this anomaly to 

be even more pronounced -when he r~peated Delbruok 1 s experiment, using IJI ~ 
~virus T2 which had been e%poeed to ultra-violet irradiation. 

When we undertook experiments in an attempt to understand this anomaly, 

we were led to the following result1 It we intect a culture o~rain or 

coli Jd.xedly with the bacterial viruses T2 and 1'4 :md incubate to permit l.Jsis 

of the bacteria, there are present in the lysate three easil7 distinguishable' 

types of bacterial viruses. Two or these, as expected, behave like the original 

parent strains T2 and T4, i.e., one of them behaves like T2 inasmuch as it is 

unable to attack the mutant strain B/2 (which is resistant to T2) but is able 

to grow 1n the mutant strain B/4 (which is sensitiye to T2) md the other one 

behaves like r4, beins unable to attack B/4 (uhich is resistant to '1'
4

) but able 

to grow in B/2 (which is sensitive to T4). The third type of virus present ia 

phenotypicall7 like r4 inasmu.ch as it is capable or multiplying in the strain 

B/2 (which is sensitive to T4) but it ia genotypically like T2 inasmuch as/ 

after one passage in the strain B/2}it is no longer capable of growing 1n it 

but is capable of growing in the strain B/4 (which is sensitive to T2). 

The presence or this third type of virus, which may be oalled "incipient 

T2°, can be demonstrated in the follow1ng mennera We add to a culture of the 

B strain ot coli viruses T2 and r4 in ratios co~esponding to lO T2 and 10 T4 

virus particles per bacteriWI, incubate to permit lysis of the bacteria and then 
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filter the lf8ate. 

It we plate a sa~~ple ot this l.7sate on ~ar the.t 1a 1Jmocul.ated with the strain 

B/4 (which is sansitive to T2 but resistant to r4), those virus particles conta1.ned 1n 

the lysate which haYe the phenot)'pe T2 will show up as plaques on these plates. r4 

virus particles vill not give pl&ques on this plate because B/ 4 is resistant to r4 • 

The number of plaques is thus a Hasure ~nUJJ.ber of r2 particles in the lysate. 

Using a 8&11lple ot the qeate, we~rmine in this lllSJlner the JlUllber of plaques 

obtained on an 98Br plate innoculated with the strain B/ 4 •* ~n va l'epeat thie experi

ment -with the dittereace that before plating on the B/4 plate ve add to the saaple ot 

our lysate a certain quantit7 of the strain B/2, allow five minutes tor absorption, 

baqteria 
dilute with broth and incubate tor an hour to permit l7sis ot the f - then we obtain a 

ten to twenty-five times larger nuaber of plaques on the B/4 plate • 

• 
This phenolllGJlon appears to show that there ie present in our lysate a Yirus 

(the"1noipient T 2") which is capable of multiplying 1n B/2 ~ subaequantq to to.;a 
. ..L"1.. ~ ~_..-/ 

plaques on B/ 4. "6e concentration of the •incipient T 2n pou1d have to be about ten 

per cent of the concentration ot T2~t order to account for our observatio~ 

We vere not able to obt~ after one passage 1n B/2, fJD7 appreciable further growth in 

B/2. of our hypothetical •incipient T 2''. Before drawing the ooncluslon that the presence 

of~ipient T2• ia in fact rf)sponsible tor our phenomenon, it 1a necessary to exclude 

~alt~rnate!'explenations. 

As an alternate expleDAtion of our observation, it appeared a priori conceivable 

that our lysate contains aggregates or virus pr rticles formed by e. T 2 and a T4 particle 

which stick together.. Such aggregates Jlight then perhaps be capable or entering into a 

bacterium o£ the etraiil B/2 (by virtue of their T4 component) end once inside, both 

virus particles T 2 and T 4 might then be able to multiply, and tbusJ;roduce the phen~ 

menon we observed. We were able to rule out this po-saibill ty, however, by performing 

the following experiment: 
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We add to a sample of our ]J'aate a certain quantit7 ot B/2, usiDg an 

excess of B/2 so that independent intection of one bacterium b7 aore than one 

virus particle can be neglected. We then allow five minutes tor ~orption and 

plate on an agar plate which has been innoeulated with both B/2 and B/4. If there 

are present uq bacteria B/2 into which has entered an aggregate or v1rua particles 

composed ot T2 and T 4 and in which both viruses will grow, then a certain nwaber 

ot clear plaques centering around such bacteria (which ;yield both T2 and T4) 

should develop on the agar plate. We vere not able to find arJ.7 such clear plaques, 

however, and found only turbid plaques (in which either the B/2 is lysed by T4 or 

the B/4 is l7sed b7 T2). This rules out the alternate explanation of' our 

phenomenon. 

We ascertained that our phenomenon is produced under conditions in which 

we use an exoe~a or B/2 .. o that ind~Dpendent infection or one baoteriua by 

more than one virus particle can be neglected. We also ascertained that our 

pheno~enon is not produced if, in place of our lysate, ve use a mixture of T2 .and T4. 

Thus, we e.re led to conclude that the phenomenon described is due to virus 

particles which have the phenotype ot T 4 , but the genotype of T2 • The properties of 

this "incipient '1'2" virus vould seem to m.erit investigation. 

(1) tfUDellmwk ~ ~ > ~ ·~·, • • • ~ 1!? 
1!7:il; ~.~~~ 1~ ~ 

(2) s. Luria, Private communication, 1947. ; - / 6 
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